Bergman Clinics expands in Germany with acquisition of Medical One
Platform for aesthetic surgical treatments with over 10,000 clients annually
Fulda/Berlin, February 17, 2021 - Bergman Clinics takes a next step in the expansion of its position
in Germany by acquiring clinic group Medical One, a platform for plastic and aesthetical treatments
with over 10,000 clients annually. Bergman Clinics acquires 1 clinic in Stuttgart, the brands, clients
as well as the contracts with 11 intake locations. The well-known Medical One brand will be
continued by Bergman Clinics.
Bergman Clinics will implement its proven concept to Medical One. The aim is to make the patient's
treatments even more pleasant, for example by ensuring short waiting times and a feel-good
atmosphere in the practices and clinics. In the future, Bergman Clinics will explore synergies and
increase footfall with their own clinic network, guaranteeing Bergman Clinics' high quality standards
throughout Germany.
Medical One offers a wide range of aesthetical treatments like breast augmentation, liposuctions and
stomach balloons, as well as botox injections and hyaluron treatments. These services are performed
through a network of own and partner clinics. Bergman Clinics will continue and further expand
these operations.
"The acquisition of Medical One is the next logical step in our corporate portfolio in Germany," said
Prof. Christian Wallwiener, CEO at Bergman Clinics Germany. “The strong brand Medical One, which
is already well known, will be continued within the Bergman Clinics Group. Anyone who wants plastic
or aesthetic treatment in Germany in the future or is planning to lose weight with a gastric balloon,
should think of us first and foremost and have the opportunity for an initial consultation within a few
days. In addition, we can leverage on the fact that in the Netherlands, Bergman Clinics has been the
market leader in this field for more than 30 years."
Ivo Piest, member of the international Board of Bergman Clinics, said: “We saw an opportunity to
further grow our footprint in Germany with this asset deal. This is in line with our strategy to
strengthen our position in Northwestern Europe and create an international platform for highly
specialized plannable medical care. Our ambition is to further grow our German activities in the
coming years to improve our care delivery and realize synergies.”
Bergman Clinics entered the German market at the end of 2020 with the acquisition of six clinics in
Germany from care group Capio. This step followed an earlier acquisition in Scandinavia and
strengthened Bergman’s position in Northwestern Europe.
Qunomedical
The Berlin digital health start-up Qunomedical will assist as commercial partner to Medical One after
the acquisition. The platform for the search for doctors national and international, founded in 2015,
aims to provide the broadest possible access to top-quality medicine and specializes in providing a
seamless digital service for patients.
“Having an excellent digital patient journey around treatment is critical to being competitive in 2021.
As a digital health company, we contribute our digitization expertise,” said Dr. Sophie Chung, founder
and CEO of Qunomedical. "In this way, we are complementary and drive the digital transformation in
the healthcare sector."
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About Bergman Clinics
For nearly 30 years, Bergman Clinics has been one of the leading chains of independent clinics with
140 focus clinics throughout the Netherlands, Sweden, Denmark, Norway, and Germany. The focus
clinics offer high quality, plannable medical care, with patients and the condition at the core.
Bergman Clinics is a leading specialist for treatments in the field of orthopedics, ophthalmology,
gynecology, aesthetic medicine, cardiology, gastroenterology, dermatology, and vascular medicine.
Bergman Clinics treats more than 300,000 patients every year in the Netherlands, Germany, and
Scandinavia. More than 3,000 employees and more than 250 specialists work at Bergman Clinics.
About Qunomedical
Founded by Dr. Sophie Chung in 2015, Qunomedical is a patient first digital healthcare service. Our
Berlin-based company was built on the foundations of revolutionising the conventional one-size-fitsall approach of global health systems. With an everyday mission of helping patients to find highquality treatments — regardless of their background or financial position — we now serve over 6,500
patients every month and boast a portfolio of more than 35 professionally vetted clinics and over
1,000 renowned physicians.

